The University of New Hampshire offers a high-quality education that has extraordinary value. Explore the more than 200 degree programs offered through 11 schools and colleges on three beautiful campuses.
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- ASL/English Interpreting Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
- Accounting (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Graduate
- Accounting Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
- Acoustics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate
- Adapted Physical Education (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Kinesiology
- Adolescent Development (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Human Development and Family Studies
- Adolescent and Youth Development Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Recreation Management and Policy
- Adolescent and Youth Development Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Human Development and Family Studies
- Adult Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Online Graduate Nursing
- Africana and African American Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate
- Agribusiness Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate
- Agricultural Sciences (M.S.) Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Agriculture Nutrition and Food Systems
- Agricultural Sciences (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Agriculture Nutrition and Food Systems
- Air Force Leadership Minor Durham Undergraduate
- American Sign Language and Deaf Studies Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate
- American Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate
- Analytical Economics (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Graduate Economics
- Analytical Economics Major (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics
- Analytics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate Graduate School Durham Graduate
- Analytics (M.S.) Master's Graduate School Durham Graduate
- Analytics Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
- Analytics Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
- Analytics and Data Science Major: Analytics Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
- Analytics and Data Science Major: Analytics Option (B.S.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
- Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
- Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option (B.S.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
- Analytics and Public Policy Dual Degree (M.S./M.P.P.) Master's Dual Degree Graduate School Durham Graduate Carsey School of Public Policy
- Animal Behavior Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences
- Animal Science Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture Nutrition and Food Systems
- Animal Science Major: Dairy Management Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture Nutrition and Food Systems
- Animal Science Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture Nutrition and Food Systems
- Anthropology Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Anthropology
- Anthropology Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Anthropology
- Applied Animal Science (A.A.S.) College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Thompson School of Applied Science Durham Associate's Undergraduate Applied Animal Science
- Applied Computing Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Applied Human Anatomy and Physiology Minor
• Mathematics Minor
• Asian Studies Minor
• Arabic Minor
• Applied Mathematics Major (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Minor
• Mathematics Major: Computation Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Major: Dynamics and Control Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Major: Economics Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Major: Fluid Dynamics Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Minor
• Minor in Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Applied Mathematics: Solid Mechanics and Vibrations Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Applied Mathematics Minor
• Minor in Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Mathematics Statistics
• Applied Mathematics Ph.D.
• Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Integrated Applied Mathematics
• Arabic Minor
• College of Liberal Arts
• Liberal Arts Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Architectural Studies Minor
• College of Liberal Arts
• Art History
• Minor in Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Art History
• Design, and Computer Sciences
• Cognate College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Art History
• Cognate
• Art Minor
• College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Arts Administration Minor
• College of Liberal Arts
• Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
• Durham Undergraduate
• Theatre and Dance
• Arts Major: Art History Option (B.A.)
• Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Art History
• Arts Major: Studio Art Option (B.A.)
• Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Art History
• Arts Major: Studio Art/Art Education Option (B.A.)
• Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Art History
• Asian Studies Minor
• College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Assistive Technology (Graduate Certificate)
• Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services
• Durham Undergraduate
• Occupational Therapy
• Astronomy Minor
• College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Durham Undergraduate
• Physics
• Autism Spectrum Disorder (Graduate Certificate)
• Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts
• Durham Undergraduate
• Education
• Biochemistry (M.S.)
• Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Graduate School
• Biochemistry (Ph.D.)
• Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Graduate School
• Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology Major (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology Minor
• Durham Undergraduate
• Minor in College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Bioengineering Major (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
• Durham Undergraduate
• Chemical Engineering
• Bioinformatics (M.S.)
• Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Biological Sciences (A.S.)
• University of New Hampshire at Manchester
• Associate's College Undergraduate
• UNHM
• Biological Sciences Major (B.A.)
• Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester
• Durham Undergraduate
• UNHM
• Biological Sciences Minor
• University of New Hampshire at Manchester
• Durham Undergraduate
• UNHM
• Biological Sciences: Integrative and Organismal Biology (M.S.)
• Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biological Sciences: Integrative and Organismal Biology (Ph.D.)
• Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biological Sciences: Marine Biology (M.S.)
• Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biological Sciences: Marine Biology (Ph.D.)
• Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biology Major (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biology Minor
• College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biomedical Science Major: Medical Laboratory Sciences Option (B.S.)
• Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
• Durham Undergraduate
• Biological Sciences
• Biomedical Science Minor

• Business Administration (A.S.)

• Biomedical Science Major: Medical and Veterinary Sciences Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biomedical Science Major: Medical Microbiology Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biotechnology Minor

• Biotechnology Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Biotechnology Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Biotechnology: Industrial and Biomedical Sciences (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Manchester Graduate UNHM

• Brewing Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Business Administration (A.S.) Manchester University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Associate's Undergraduate UNHM Business

• Business Administration Major (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Accounting Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Entrepreneurial Studies Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Finance Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Information Systems and Business Analytics Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: International Business and Economics Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Management Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Marketing Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Major: Student Designed Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Minor Business Administration Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Business Administration Minor Business Administration Major: Management Option Administration

• Business Administration Minor: International Business and Administration

• Business Administration Minor: Information Systems and Administration

• Business Administration Minor: Entrepreneurial Studies Administration

• Business Administration Minor: Marketing Option Business Administration Business

• Business Administration Minor: Student Designed Option Business Administration Business

• Business Administration and Juris Doctor Dual Degree Law Durham Concord Graduate School Graduate Administration

• Business Administration: Full-Time (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Graduate Business Administration

• Business Administration: Online (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Online Graduate Business Administration

• Business Administration: Part-time (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Graduate Business Administration

• Business Analytics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Online Graduate

• Business Analytics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Manchester Graduate

• Business Major (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Business Major: Accounting Option (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Business Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Chemical Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering (M.S.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering Major: Bioengineering Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering
• Chemical Engineering Major: Energy Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemical Engineering

• Chemical Engineering Major: Environmental Engineering Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemical Engineering

• Chemistry (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateChemistry

• Chemistry (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateChemistry

• Chemistry Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemistry

• Chemistry Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemistry

• Chemistry MinorMinorCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemistry

• Chemistry Chemistry Education (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateChemistry

• Child Life Minor (HDFS)MinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateHuman Development and Family Studies

• Child Welfare (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSocial Work

• Chinese MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Cinema Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate

• Civil Engineering Major (B.S)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateCivil and Environmental Engineering

• Civil and Environmental Engineering (M.Eng.)Master'sBachelor's/ Accelerated Master'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCivil and Environmental Engineering

• Civil and Environmental Engineering (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/ Accelerated Master'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCivil and Environmental Engineering

• Civil and Environmental Engineering (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCivil and Environmental Engineering

• Classics Major: Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics Major: Classical Languages & Literatures Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics Major: Latin & Latin Teaching Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Coaching MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateKinesiology

• Cognate in College TeachingGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCognate

• Cognates

• College Teaching (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate

• Commerce and Technology (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateSchool of LawConcordGraduateLAW

• Commerce and Technology Law (L.L.M.)Master'sSchool of LawConcordGraduateLAW

• Commerce and Technology Law (M.C.T.L.)Master'sSchool of LawConcordGraduateLAW

• Communication Arts Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Arts Major: Advertising and Public Relations Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Arts Major: Cinema and Media Arts Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Arts Major: Digital Media Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Arts Major: Human Relations Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Arts MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Communication Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateCommunication

• Communication Major: Business Applications Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateCommunication

• Communication Major: Media Practices Option (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateCommunication

• Communication MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateCommunication

• Communication Sciences and Disorders (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/ Accelerated Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCommunication Sciences and Disorders
• Communication Sciences and Disorders Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Communication Sciences and Disorders
• Community Development Policy and Practice (M.A.) Master's Graduate School Durham Graduate Carsey School of Public Policy
• Community Leadership Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Community Planning Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Community and Environmental Planning Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Composition Major (B.M.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Computer Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Computer Engineering Major: Biomedical Engineering Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering
• Computer Information Systems Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Computer Programming Cognate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science Cognate
• Computer Science (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Computer Science
• Computer Science (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Computer Science
• Computer Science Major (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Computer Science Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Computer Science Major: Algorithms Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Computer Science Major: Cybersecurity Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Computer Science Major: Systems Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Computer Science Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Corporate Security Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Culinary Nutrition and Food Studies Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Curriculum and Instructional Leadership (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education
• Cybersecurity Engineering (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Durham Graduate UNHM
• Cybersecurity Policy Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Cybersecurity Policy and Risk Management (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Online Graduate UNHM
• Dairy Management Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Dance Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Data Science (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Manchester Online Graduate
• Data Science Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science
• Data Science Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Design Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Art History
• Didactic Program in Dietetics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Digital Writing and Literature Cognate College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English Cognate
• Disabilities Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Occupational Therapy
• Early Childhood Education (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education
• Early Childhood Education: Special Needs (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education
• Earth Sciences (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Earth Sciences
• Earth Sciences Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences
• Earth Sciences Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences: Geology (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences: Ocean Mapping (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

• Earth and Environmental Sciences (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Graduate School

• Ecogastronomy Dual Major Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Dual Major

• Ecological Genomics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Graduate School

• Economics (Ph.D.) Doctoral Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Graduate Economics

• Economics Major (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Global Trade and Finance Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Money and Financial Markets Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Public Policy and Sustainability Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Minor Minor Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Education (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Liberal Arts Durham Graduate Education

• Education Four-Year, Undergraduate Option Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Education

• Education Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Education

• Education Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Educational Administration & Supervision (Ed.S.) College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Manchester Graduate Education Education Specialist

• Educational Studies (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Online Graduate Education

• Educational Studies Dual Major Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Education Dual Major

• Electrical Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical Engineering Major: Biomedical Engineering Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical Engineering Technology Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Electrical and Computer Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical and Computer Engineering (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical and Computer Engineering Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Elementary Education (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Manchester Graduate Education

• Engineering Physics Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Physics

• English (M.S.T.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate English

• English (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate English

• English Literature Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English Major: Law 3+3 Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Doctoral College of Liberal Arts School of Law Durham Concord Graduate Graduate English LAW

• English Major: Text, Business Writing and Digital Studies Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English Minor (Manchester)

• English Studies: Literary Studies Major (B.A.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• English Studies: Professional and Technical Communications Major (B.A.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• English Teaching Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English Teaching Major (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• English/Journalism Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English

• English: English Studies Option (M.A.) Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate English

• English: Language and Linguistics Option (M.A.) Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate English

• Entrepreneurship Minor Minor Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate

• Entrepreneurship Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Environmental Conservation and Sustainability Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Conservation and Sustainability Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Civil and Environmental Engineering

• Environmental Engineering Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Civil and Environmental Engineering

• Environmental Horticulture Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Environmental Sciences Major: Ecosystems Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Sciences Major: Geosystems Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Environmental Sciences Major: Hydrology Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Environmental Sciences Major: Soil and Watersheds Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental and Resource Economics Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental and Resource Economics Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Assisted Activities and Therapies Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Assisted Activities & Therapies Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Industry and Management Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Science Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Exercise Science Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Feminist Studies (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Women's and Gender Studies

• Finance (M.S.) Master's Accelerated Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Graduate

• Fine Arts Major (B.F.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Art Art History

• Forensic Accounting Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Forensics Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Justice Studies

• Forest Technology (A.A.S.) College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Thompson School of Applied Science Durham Associate's Undergraduate Forest Technology

• Forestry Major (B.S.F.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Forestry Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• French Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• French Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• French Studies Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• General Studies (A.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
• Genetics (M.S.)
  Master’s Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Genetics (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Genetics Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Genetics Major: Genomics Option (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Genetics Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Geography Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Geography
• Geography Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Geography
• Geospatial Analysis Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate
• Geospatial Science (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s Graduate School Durham Graduate
• German Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• German Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Gerontology Multidisciplinary Minor
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Social Work
• Global Conflict and Human Security (M.S.)
  Master’s Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Manchester Online Graduate UNHM
• Global Studies Minor
  College of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Greek Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies
• Green Real Estate Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate
• Health Data Science (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s College of Health and Human Services Durham Graduate Health Management and Policy
• Health Data Science (M.S.)
  Master’s Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s College of Health and Human Services Durham Graduate Health Management and Policy
• Health Management Minor
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Health Management and Policy
• Health Management and Policy Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Health Management and Policy
• Health Professions Program
• Health Sciences Major
  Bachelor’s College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• Health and Physical Education Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• History (M.A.)
  Master’s Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate History
• History (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate History
• History Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate History
• History Major: Law 3+3 Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor’s Doctoral College of Liberal Arts School of Law Durham Concord Undergraduate Graduate History LAW
• History Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate History
• History Minor (Manchester)
  Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• History, Museum Studies (M.A.)
  Master’s Bachelor’s / Accelerated Master’s College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate History
• Homeland Security Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Homeland Security Minor
  College of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Hospitality Management (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Online Graduate Business Administration
• Hospitality Management Minor
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Hospitality Management
• Hotel and Hospitality Management Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Hospitality Management
• Human Development and Family Studies (M.S.)
  Master’s College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Human Development and Family Studies
• Human Development and Family Studies Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor’s College of Health and Human
• Human Development and Family Studies Minor
  Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• Human Development and Family Studies: Marriage and Family Therapy (M.S.)
  UNHM

• Humanities Dual Major
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Humanities Major (B.A.)
  Manchester University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Humanities Minor
  UNHM

• Humanities Minor
  Manchester University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Hydrology (M.S.)
  Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate

• Industrial Statistics (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate

• Information Technology (M.S.)
  Accelerated Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Manchester University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Information Technology Cognate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate

• Information Technology Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate

• Information Technology Minor
  Durham Undergraduate

• Intellectual Property (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Intellectual Property (LL.M.)
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• Intellectual Property (M.I.P.)
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (Graduate Certificate)
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• Intercultural Communication for the Professional World Cognate

• Interdisciplinary Health Minor
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• International Affairs Dual Major
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• International Affairs Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• International Criminal Law and Justice (LL.M.)
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• International Criminal Law and Justice (M.I.C.L.J.)
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• Italian Studies Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Italian Studies Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Juris Doctor (J.D.)
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• Justice Studies (M.A.)
  Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate

• Justice Studies Dual Major
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Justice Studies Minor
  Durham Undergraduate

• Kinesiology (M.S.)
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• Kinesiology Minor
  Durham Undergraduate

• Kinesiology and Social Work Dual Degree (M.S./M.S.W.)
  Master's Dual Degree College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• Latin American, Latinx and Caribbean Studies Minor
  Durham Undergraduate

• Latin Minor
  College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Law Cognate
  School of Law Durham Undergraduate

• Leadership Minor
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate

• Liberal Studies (M.A.L.S.)
  Master's College of Liberal Arts Durham Graduate

• Lifetime Activity Programming and Leadership Minor
  College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate

• Linguistics Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

• Linguistics Minor
  Durham Undergraduate

• Marine Biology Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate
• Marine Policy Minor Durham Undergraduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering
• Marine, Estuarine and Freshwater Biology Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences
• Materials Science (M.S.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Materials Science
• Materials Science Minor Durham Undergraduate
• Materials Science and Engineering (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Materials Science
• Math Education Major: Elementary/Middle School Education K-8 Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics (M.S.T.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Education Major: Secondary Education Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics Minor Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mathematics: Applied Mathematics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Mechanical Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering Minor Durham College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering Technology Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Graduate
• Medical Humanities, Society & Ethics Minor Durham College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate
• Microbiology (M.S.) Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Microbiology (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Middle Eastern Studies Minor Durham College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate
• Molecular and Cellular Biotechnology (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Graduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Molecular and Evolutionary Systems Biology (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences
• Music Education Major (B.M.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Music Major: Composition Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Music Major: Music Liberal Studies Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Music Major: Performance Study Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Music Minor Durham College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Music
• Music: Composition (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Music
• Music: Conducting (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Music
• Music: Musicology (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Music
• Musical Theatre Minor Durham College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• National Security Intelligence Analysis (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Durham Online Graduate UNHM
• National Security Intelligence Minor Durham University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Native American and Indigenous Studies Minor Durham College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate
University of New Hampshire

- Natural Resources and Environmental Studies (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate
- Natural Resources and the Environment (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNatural Resources and the Environment
- Natural Resources: Ecosystem Science (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNatural Resources and the Environment
- Natural Resources: Environmental Conservation and Sustainability (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNatural Resources and the Environment
- Natural Resources: Environmental Economics (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate
- Natural Resources: Forestry (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate
- Natural Resources: Wildlife and Conservation Biology (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate
- Neuropsychology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM
- Neuroscience and Behavior Major (B.S.) COLA Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduatePsychology
- Neuroscience and Behavior Major (B.S.) COLSA Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences
- Nursing (D.N.P.)DoctoralCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateNursing
- Nursing Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateNursing
- Nursing: Clinical Nurse Leader (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNursing
- Nursing: Direct Entry (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNursing
- Nursing: Evidence-Based Practice (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNursing
- Nursing: Health Data Science (D.N.P.)DoctoralCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateNursing
- Nursing: Primary Care Family Nurse Practitioner (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateNursing
- Nutrition Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutrition Major: Dietetics Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutrition Major: Nutrition and Wellness Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutrition Major: Nutritional Sciences Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutrition MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutritional Sciences (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate
- Nutritional Sciences (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Nutritional Sciences: Dietetic Internship (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
- Occupational Therapy (Advanced Standing) (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateOccupational Therapy
- Occupational Therapy (Advanced Standing) (OTD)DoctoralCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateOccupational Therapy
- Occupational Therapy (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateOccupational Therapy
- Occupational Therapy (OTD)DoctoralCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateOccupational Therapy
- Occupational Therapy Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateOccupational Therapy
- Ocean Engineering (M.Eng.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSchool of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering
- Ocean Engineering (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSchool of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering
• Ocean Engineering (Ph.D.)
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Ocean Engineering Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Ocean Engineering Minor
  Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Ocean Engineering: Ocean Mapping (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Ocean Mapping (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Oceanography (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Earth Sciences

• Oceanography (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Earth Sciences

• Oceanography Minor
  Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Earth Sciences

• Outdoor Adventure Recreation
  Minor College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Recreation Management and Policy

• Performance Major (B.M.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Philosophy Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Philosophy

• Philosophy Major: Business, Innovation & Technology Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Philosophy

• Philosophy Major: Ethics and Social Responsibility Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Philosophy

• Philosophy Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Philosophy

• Philosophy Minor (Manchester)
  Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Philosophy of Business, Innovation, & Technology Cognate
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Philosophy Cognate

• Physical Education Teaching
  Minor College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Physics (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School of Durham Graduate Physics

• Physics (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School of Physics

• Physics Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Physics

• Physics Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Physics

• Physics Minor
  Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Physics

• Plant Biology Minor
  Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences

• Political Economy Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Political Science (M.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School of Political Science

• Political Science Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Political Science

• Political Science Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Political Science

• Political Science Minor (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Pre-Teaching Major (B.M.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Primary Care Family Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters)
  Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Nursing

• Professional Writing Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters)
  Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Nursing

• Psychology (M.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Durham Graduate Psychology

• Psychology (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate Psychology

• Psychology Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Psychology

• Psychology Major (B.A.)
  Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Psychology Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Psychology

• Psychology Minor (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Public Administration (M.P.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's Graduate School Durham Manchester Online Graduate Carsey School of Public Policy
• Public Health (Graduate Certificate)Graduate Certificate
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolManchesterGraduateHealth Management and Policy

• Public Health (M.P.H.)Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolManchesterGraduateHealth Management and Policy

• Public Health Minor
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateHealth Management and Policy

• Public History Minor
University of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterGraduateUNHM

• Public Policy (M.P.P.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master'sGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Policy and Analytics Dual Degree (M.P.P./M.S.)Master's/Dual DegreeGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Policy and Juris Doctor Dual Degree (M.P.P./J.D.)Master's/Doctoral/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's/Dual DegreeGraduate SchoolSchool of LawDurhamConcordGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership Major (B.S.)Bachelor's
University of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterGraduateUNHM

• Queer Studies Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduate

• Race and Ethnic Studies Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduate

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Outdoor Leadership and Management Option (B.S.)Bachelor's
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Program and Event Management Option (B.S.)Bachelor's
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Therapeutic Recreation Option (B.S.)Bachelor's
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Adaptive Sports (M.S.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Recreation Administration (M.S.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Therapeutic Recreation Administration (M.S.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Religious Studies Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduate

• Russian Major (B.A.)Bachelor's
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Russian Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Russian Studies Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Sales Minor
Peter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamGraduateBusiness Administration

• Secondary Education (M.A.T.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamManchesterGraduateEducation

• Secondary Education (M.Ed.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamManchesterGraduateEducation

• Security Studies Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduate

• Skills and Perspectives for the Digital World Cognate (CEPS)
College of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamGraduateCognate

• Skills and Perspectives for the Digital World Cognate (COLA)
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateCognate

• Social Justice Leadership Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateWomen's and Gender Studies

• Social Studies of Science and Technology Minor
College of Liberal ArtsDurhamGraduateHistory

• Social Work (Advanced Standing) (M.S.W.)Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work (M.S.W.)Master's/Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamManchesterOnlineGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work Major (B.S.)Bachelor's
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work Minor
College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work and Juris Doctor Dual Degree (M.S.W./J.D.)Master's/Doctoral/Dual Degree
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolSchool of LawDurhamConcordGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work and Kinesiology Dual Degree (M.S.W./M.S.)Master's/Dual Degree
College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateKinesiologySocial Work

• Sociology (M.A.)Master's
College of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSociology

• Sociology (Ph.D.)Doctoral
College of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSociology
• Sociology Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Sociology
• Sociology Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Sociology
• Spanish (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Spanish (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate
• Spanish Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Spanish Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Special Education (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education
• Special Education Administration (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education
• Special Education Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Education
• Sport Management Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• Sport Management and Leadership Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• Statistics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Studio Arts Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Art History
• Substance Use Disorders (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Social Work
• Survey Research Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Political Science
• Sustainability Dual Major Bachelor's Durham Undergraduate Dual Major
• Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Major Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Sustainable Energy Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Systems Design (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering
• TESOL Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Linguistics
• TESOL Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Technical Writing and Public Speaking Cognate College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Cognate
• Terrorism Studies Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Theatre Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Acting and Directing Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Dance Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Design & Theatre Technology Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Musical Theatre Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Secondary Theatre Education Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Youth Drama Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Tourism Management Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Trauma Informed Policy and Practice (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Online Graduate Education
• Ubiquitous Computing (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Online Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering
Veterinary Technology (A.A.S.)College of Life Sciences and AgricultureThompson School of Applied ScienceDurhamAssociate'sUndergraduateApplied Animal Science

Wildlife and Conservation Biology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateNatural Resources and the Environment

Wildlife and Conservation Biology MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureManchesterUndergraduateNatural Resources and the Environment

Wireless Communication Systems (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolOnlineGraduateElectrical and Computer Engineering

Women's and Gender Studies Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateWomen's and Gender Studies

Women's and Gender Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateWomen's and Gender Studies

Writing (M.F.A)Master'sCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateEnglish

Writing MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateEnglish

Youth Drama MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateTheatre and Dance

Zoology Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences

Zoology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences

Zoology MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences

ASL/English Interpreting Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

Accounting (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sPeter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate

Accounting MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

Acoustics (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate

Adapted Physical Education (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateKinesiology

Adolescent Development (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateHuman Development and Family Studies

Adolescent and Youth Development MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateRecreation Management and Policy

Adolescent and Youth Development MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateHuman Development and Family Studies

Adult Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateNursing

Africana and African American Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate

Agribusiness MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduate

Agricultural Sciences (M.S.)Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

Agricultural Sciences (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

Air Force Leadership MinorMinorDurhamUndergraduate

American Sign Language and Deaf Studies MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate
• American Studies Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Analytical Economics (M.A.)Master's
  Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Economics

• Analytical Economics Major (B.S.)Bachelor's
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Analytics (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate
  School
  Durham Graduate

• Analytics (M.S.)Master's
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate

• Analytics Minor
  Minor
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Analytics Minor
  (Manchester)
  Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Undergraduate UNHM

• Analytics and Data Science Major: Analytics Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option
  Bachelor's
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Undergraduate UNHM

• Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option
  Bachelor's
  Manchester Bachelor's
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Undergraduate UNHM

• Analytics and Data Science Major: Data Science Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Analytics and Public Policy Dual Degree (M.S./M.P.P.)
  Master's
  Dual Degree Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Carsey School of Public Policy

• Animal Behavior Minor
  Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences

• Animal Science Major (B.S.)Bachelor's
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Animal Science Major: Dairy Management Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Animal Science Minor
  Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Anthropology Major (B.A.)Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Anthropology

• Anthropology Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Anthropology

• Applied Animal Science (A.A.S.)
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Thompson School of Applied Science
  Durham Associate's
  Undergraduate
  Applied Animal Science

• Applied Computing Minor
  Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Undergraduate UNHM

• Applied Human Anatomy and Physiology Minor
  Minor
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Applied Mathematics Major (B.S.)Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Applied Mathematics Major: Computation Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Applied Mathematics Major: Dynamics and Control Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Applied Mathematics Major: Economics Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Applied Mathematics Major: Fluid Dynamics Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Applied Mathematics Major: Solid Mechanics and Vibrations Option
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School
  Durham Undergraduate Integrated Applied Mathematics

• Arabic Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Architectural Studies Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art History

• Art History Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Art History, Design, and Computer Sciences Cognate
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art History Cognate

• Art Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Arts Administration Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance

• Arts Major: Art History Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art History

• Arts Major: Studio Art Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art History

• Arts Major: Studio Art/Art Education Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art History

• Asian Studies Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate
• Assisteve Technology (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateOccupational Therapy

• Astronomy MinorMinorCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduatePhysics

• Autism Spectrum Disorder (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateEducation

B

• Biochemistry (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate

• Biochemistry (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate

• Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology MinorMinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Bioengineering Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateChemical Engineering

• Bioinformatics (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biological Sciences (A.S.)University of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterAssociate'sUndergraduateUNHM

• Biological Sciences Major (B.A.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Biological Sciences MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Biological Sciences: Integrative and Organismal Biology (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateBiological Sciences

• Biological Sciences: Integrative and Organismal Biology (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateBiological Sciences

• Biological Sciences: Marine Biology (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateBiological Sciences

• Biological Sciences: Marine Biology (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateBiological Sciences

• Biology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences

• Biology MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateBiological Sciences

• Biomedical Science Major: Medical Laboratory Sciences Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biomedical Science Major: Medical Microbiology Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biomedical Science Major: Medical and Veterinary Sciences Option (B.S.)Bachelor'sCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biomedical Science MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateMolecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Biotechnology Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Biotechnology MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduateUNHM

• Biotechnology: Industrial and Biomedical Sciences (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterGraduate SchoolManchesterGraduateUNHM

• Brewing MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduateAgriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Business Administration (A.S.)ManchesterUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterAssociate'sUndergraduateUNHMBusiness

• Business Administration Major (B.S.)Bachelor'sPeter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness AdministrationBusiness

• Business Administration Major: Accounting Option (B.S.)Peter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness AdministrationBusiness

• Business Administration Major: Entrepreneurial Studies Option (B.S.)Peter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness AdministrationBusiness

• Business Administration Major: Finance Option (B.S.)Peter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness AdministrationBusiness

• Business Administration Major: Information Systems and Business Analytics Option (B.S.)Peter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness AdministrationBusiness

• Business Administration Major: International Business and Economics Option (B.S.)Peter T. Paul College of
Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

- Business Administration Major: Management Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

- Business Administration Major: Marketing Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

- Business Administration Major: Student Designed Option (B.S.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

- Business Administration Minor Minor Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Business Administration Business

- Business Administration and Juris Doctor Dual Degree (M.B.A./J.D.) Master's Doctoral Dual Degree Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School School of Law Durham Manchester Graduate Business Administration

- Business Administration: Full-Time (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Manchester Graduate Business Administration

- Business Administration: Online (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Manchester Graduate Business Administration

- Business Administration: Part-time (M.B.A.) Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Manchester Graduate Business Administration

- Business Analytics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Online Graduate

- Business Analytics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Manchester Graduate

- Business Major (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNH MBusiness

- Business Major: Accounting Option (B.A.) Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNH MBusiness

- Business Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Manchester Undergraduate UNH MBusiness

- Chemical Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering (M.S.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering Major: Bioengineering Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering Major: Energy Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemical Engineering Major: Environmental Engineering Option (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemical Engineering

- Chemistry (M.S.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemistry

- Chemistry (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemistry

- Chemistry Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemistry

- Chemistry Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemistry

- Chemistry Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Chemistry

- Chemistry: Chemistry Education (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Chemistry

- Child Life Minor (HDFS) Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Human Development and Family Studies

- Child Welfare (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Social Work

- Chinese Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

- Cinema Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate

- Civil Engineering Major (B.S) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Civil and Environmental Engineering

- Civil and Environmental Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Civil and Environmental Engineering

- Civil and Environmental Engineering (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Civil and Environmental Engineering
• Civil and Environmental Engineering (Ph.D.)
  DurhamGraduateCivil and Environmental Engineering

• Classics Major: Ancient Mediterranean Civilizations Option (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics Major: Classical Languages & Literatures Option (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics Major: Latin & Latin Teaching Option (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Classics Minor
  DurhamGraduateClassics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Coaching Minor
  DurhamGraduateHealth and Human Services

• Cognates
  DurhamGraduateKinesiology

• College Teaching (Graduate Certificate)
  DurhamGraduate

• Commerce and Technology (Graduate Certificate)
  School of Law

• Communication Arts Major (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Arts Major: Advertising and Public Relations Option (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Arts Major: Cinema and Media Arts Option (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Arts Major: Digital Media Option (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Arts Major: Human Relations Option (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Arts Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Communication Major (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateCommunication

• Communication Major: Business Applications Option (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateCommunication

• Communication Major: Media Practices Option (B.A.)
  DurhamGraduateCommunication

• Communication Minor
  DurhamGraduateCommunication

• Communication Sciences and Disorders (M.S.)
  Master's DurhamGraduate

• Communication Sciences and Disorders Major (B.S.)
  DurhamGraduateCommunication

• Community Development Policy and Practice (M.A.)
  DurhamGraduate

• Community Leadership Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Community Planning Minor
  DurhamGraduateLife Sciences and Agriculture

• Composition Major (B.M.)
  DurhamGraduateMusic

• Computer Engineering Major (B.S.)
  DurhamGraduateElectrical and Computer Engineering

• Computer Engineering Major: Biomedical Engineering Option (B.S.)
  DurhamGraduateElectrical and Computer Engineering

• Computer Information Systems Major (B.S.)
  DurhamGraduate

• Computer Programming Cognate
  DurhamGraduate

• Computer Science (M.S.)
  Master's DurhamGraduate

• Computer Science (Ph.D.)
  DurhamGraduate

• Computer Science Major (B.A.)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Computer Science Major (B.S.)
  DurhamGraduate
• Computer Science Major: Algorithms Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Computer Science Major: Cybersecurity Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Computer Science Major: Systems Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Computer Science Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Corporate Security Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNH

• Culinary Nutrition and Food Studies Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Curriculum and Instructional Leadership (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education

• Cybersecurity Engineering (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Durham Undergraduate UNH

• Cybersecurity Policy Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNH

• Cybersecurity Policy and Risk Management (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Durham Online Graduate UNH

D

• Dairy Management Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Dance Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance

• Data Science (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate UNH

• Data Science Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Data Science Minor (Manchester) Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester Durham Undergraduate UNH

• Design Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Art History

• Didactic Program in Dietetics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Graduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Digital Writing and Literature Cognate College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate English Cognate

• Disabilities Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Occupational Therapy

E

• Early Childhood Education (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education

• Early Childhood Education: Special Needs (M.Ed.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Education

• Earth Sciences (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences Major (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences: Geology (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

• Earth Sciences: Ocean Mapping (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

• Earth and Environmental Sciences (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

• Ecoagronomy Dual Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Dual Major

• Ecological Genomics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Economics (Ph.D.) Doctoral Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Graduate School Durham Graduate Economics

• Economics Major (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Global Trade and Finance Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Money and Financial Markets Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Economics Major: Public Policy and Sustainability Option (B.A.) Bachelor's Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate Economics
• Economics Minor
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate Economics

• Education (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Durham Graduate Education

• Education (Ph.D.)
  Accelerated Master's / Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Education

• Education Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Education

• Education Minor
  (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Educational Administration & Supervision (Ed.S.)
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Education Education Specialist

• Educational Studies (M.Ed.)
  Master's / Bachelor's
  Accelerated Master's / Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate Online / Undergraduate Education

• Educational Studies Dual Major
  Bachelor's / Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Education Dual Major

• Electrical Engineering Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical Engineering Major
  Biomedical Engineering Option (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical Engineering Technology Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Electrical and Computer Engineering (M.Eng.)
  Master's / Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School Durham Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical and Computer Engineering (M.S.)
  Master's / Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School Durham Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Electrical and Computer Engineering (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate School Durham Graduate and Computer Engineering

• Electrical and Computer Engineering Minor
  Minor / Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Electrical and Computer Engineering

• Elementary Education (M.Ed.)
  Master's / Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Manchester Graduate Education

• Engineering Physics Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Physics

• English (M.S.T.)
  Master's / Bachelor's
  Accelerated Master's / College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Durham Graduate

• English (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Durham Graduate English

• English Literature Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English Major
  (B.A.) Bachelor's / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English Minor
  Minor / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English Minor (Manchester)

• English Studies: Literary Studies Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• English Studies: Professional and Technical Communications Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• English Teaching Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English Teaching Major (B.A.)
  Manchester Bachelor's / University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• English / Journalism Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's / College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate English

• English
  Studies Option (M.A.)
  Master's / Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate English

• English: Language and Linguistics Option (M.A.)
  Master's / Bachelor's / Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Durham English

• Entrepreneurship Minor
  Minor / Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate

• Entrepreneurship Minor
  (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Environmental Conservation and Sustainability Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Conservation and Sustainability Minor
  Minor / College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Engineering Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's / College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Civil and Environmental Engineering
• Environmental Engineering Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Civil and Environmental Engineering

• Environmental Horticulture Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Environmental Sciences Major: Ecosystems Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental Sciences Major: Geosystems Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Earth Sciences

• Environmental Sciences Major: Hydrology Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Earth Sciences

• Environmental Sciences Major: Soil and Watersheds Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental and Resource Economics Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• Environmental and Resource Economics Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• Equine Assisted Activities and Therapies Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Assisted Activities & Therapies Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Industry and Management Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Major: Equine Science Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Equine Studies Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

• Exercise Science Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Health and Human Services
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Kinesiology

• Feminist Studies (Graduate Certificate)
  • Graduate Certificate
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Graduate
  • Women's and Gender Studies

• Finance (M.S.)
  • Master's
  • Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
  • Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  • Durham
  • Graduate
  • School Durham Graduate

• Fine Arts Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Art History

• Forensic Accounting Minor
  • Minor
  • University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  • Undergraduate
  • UNHM

• Forensics Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Liberal Arts,
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Justice Studies

• Forest Technology (A.A.S.)
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Thompson School of Applied Science
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Associate's
  • Associate's
  • Forest Technology

• Forestry Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• Forestry Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Natural Resources and the Environment

• French Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• French Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• French Studies Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• General Studies (A.A.)
  • University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  • Undergraduate
  • Associate's
  • UNHM

• Genetics (M.S.)
  • Master's
  • Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Graduate
  • School Durham Graduate

• Genetics (Ph.D.)
  • Doctoral
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Graduate
  • School Durham Graduate

• Genetics Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Genetics Major: Genomics Option
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Genetics Minor
  • Minor
  • College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Geography Major
  • Bachelor's
  • College of Liberal Arts
  • Durham
  • Undergraduate
  • Geography
• Geography Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Geography

• Geospatial Analysis Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate

• Geospatial Science (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  School Durham Graduate

• German Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• German Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Gerontology Multidisciplinary Minor
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Social Work

• Global Conflict and Human Security (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Graduate School of Business
  Manchester Online Graduate UNHM

• Global Studies Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Greek Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Green Real Estate Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate

H

• Health Data Science (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Health Management and Policy

• Health Data Science (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Health Management and Policy

• Health Management Minor
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Health Management and Policy

• Health Management and Policy Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Health Management and Policy

• Health Professions Program

• Health Sciences Major
  B.S. Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Health and Physical Education Major
  B.S. Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• History (M.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate History

• History (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate History

• History Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate History

• History Major: Law 3+3 Option
  (B.A.) Bachelor's / Doctoral College of Liberal Arts
  School of Law
  Durham Accelerated Undergraduate Graduate History LAW

• History Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate History

• History Minor (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• History: Museum Studies (M.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's/ Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate History

• Homeland Security Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Homeland Security Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Hospitality Management (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  School Online Graduate Business Administration

• Hospitality Management Minor
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate Hospitality Management

• Hotel and Hospitality Management Major
  B.S. Bachelor's
  Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics
  Durham Undergraduate Hospitality Management

• Human Development and Family Studies (M.S.)
  Master's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Human Development and Family Studies

• Human Development and Family Studies Major
  B.S. Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Human Development and Family Studies

• Human Development and Family Studies Minor
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Human Development and Family Studies

• Human Development and Family Studies: Marriage and Family Therapy (M.S.)
  Master's College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Graduate Human Development and Family Studies

• Humanities Dual Major
  Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies
  Dual Major

• Humanities Major (B.A.)
  Manchester Bachelor's University of New Hampshire
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM

• Humanities Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Humanities Minor (Manchester)
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Manchester Undergraduate UNHM
• Hydrology (M.S.) Master’s Bachelor’s/Accelerated Master’s College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Earth Sciences

I
• Industrial Statistics (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Mathematics

• Information Technology (M.S.) Master’s Bachelor’s/Accelerated Master’s University of New Hampshire at Manchester Graduate School Manchester Graduate UNHM

• Information Technology Cognate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science Cognate

• Information Technology Major (B.S.) Bachelor’s College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Information Technology Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Computer Science

• Intellectual Property (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate School of Law Concord Graduate LAW

• Intellectual Property (LL.M.) Master’s School of Law Concord Online Graduate LAW

• Intellectual Property (M.I.P.) Master’s School of Law Concord Online Graduate LAW

• Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (Graduate Certificate) Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Social Work

• Intercultural Communication for the Professional World Cognate

• Interdisciplinary Health Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• International Affairs Dual Major Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate International Affairs Dual Major

• International Affairs Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate International Affairs

• International Criminal Law and Justice (LL.M.) Master’s School of Law Concord Online Graduate LAW

• International Criminal Law and Justice (M.I.C.L.J.) Master’s School of Law Concord Online Graduate LAW

• Italian Studies Major (B.A.) Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Italian Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies

J
• Juris Doctor (J.D.) Doctoral School of Law Concord Graduate LAW

• Justice Studies (M.A.) Master’s Bachelor’s/Accelerated Master’s College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate Justice Studies

• Justice Studies Dual Major Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Justice Studies

• Justice Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Justice Studies

K
• Kinesiology (M.S.) Master’s College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Kinesiology

• Kinesiology Minor Minor College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Kinesiology and Social Work Dual Degree (M.S./M.S.W.) Master’s Dual Degree College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Kinesiology Social Work

L
• Latin American, Latinx and Caribbean Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Latin Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Classics, Humanities and Italian Studies

• Law Cognate School of Law Concord Undergraduate LAW Cognate

• Law Minor Minor School of Law Concord Undergraduate LAW

• Leadership Minor Minor Peter T. Paul College of Business and Economics Durham Undergraduate

• Liberal Studies (M.A.L.S.) Master’s College of Liberal Arts Graduate School Durham Graduate

• Lifetime Activity Programming and Leadership Minor Minor College of Health and Human Sciences Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology

• Linguistics Major (B.A.) Bachelor’s College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Linguistics

• Linguistics Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts Durham Undergraduate Linguistics

M
• Marine Biology Minor Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences

• Marine Policy Minor Durham Undergraduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

• Marine, Estuarine and Freshwater Biology Major (B.S.) Bachelor’s College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences

• Materials Science (M.S.) Master’s College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate Materials Science

• Materials Science Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate
• Materials Science and Engineering (Ph.D.)Doctoral
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate SchoolDurham
  Graduate Materials Science

• Math Education Major: Elementary/Middle School Education
  K/8 Option (B.S.)Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics
  Statistics

• Mathematics (M.S.)Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics (M.S.T.) Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics Education (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics Major (B.A.)Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics Major (B.S.)Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics

• Mathematics: Applied Mathematics (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering (M.Eng.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering (M.S.)Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering Major (B.S.) Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering Minor Minor College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering

• Mechanical Engineering Technology Major (B.S.) Bachelor's University
  of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Medical Humanities, Society & Ethics Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Microbiology (M.S.)Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate

• Microbiology (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate

• Middle Eastern Studies Minor
  Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Molecular and Cellular Biotechnology (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Molecular and Evolutionary Systems Biology
  (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences

• Music Education Major (B.M.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Music Major: Composition Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Music Major: Music Liberal Studies Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Music Major: Performance Study Option (B.A.) Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Music

• Music Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance

• Music: Composition (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School Music

• Music: Conducting (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate Music

• Music: Musicology (M.A.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Graduate Music

• Musical Theatre Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance

• National Security Intelligence Analysis (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Graduate School
  Manchester Online Graduate UNHM

• National Security Intelligence Minor Minor University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM

• Native American and Indigenous Studies Minor Minor College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate

• Natural Resources and Environmental Studies (Ph.D.) Doctoral College of Life Sciences
  and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate

• Natural Resources and the Environment (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Graduate Natural Resources and the Environment

• Natural Resources: Ecosystem Science (M.S.) Master's Bachelor's/Accelerated
  Master's College of Life Sciences and
AgricultureGraduate School Durham Graduate Natural Resources and the Environment

- Natural Resources: Environmental Conservation and Sustainability (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

- Natural Resources: Environmental Economics (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

- Natural Resources: Forestry (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

- Natural Resources: Wildlife and Conservation Biology (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

- Neuropsychology Major (B.S.)
- Bachelor's University of New Hampshire at Manchester (Accelerated)

- Neuroscience and Behavior Major (B.S.)
- COLA Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts (Accelerated)

- Neuroscience and Behavior Major (B.S.)
- COLSA Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate Biological Sciences

- Nursing (D.N.P.)
- Doctoral College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Online Graduate Nursing

- Nursing Major (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Nursing

- Nursing: Clinical Nurse Leader (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Nursing

- Nursing: Direct Entry (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Nursing

- Nursing: Evidence-Based Practice (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Nursing

- Nursing: Health Data Science (D.N.P.)
- Doctoral College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Online Graduate Nursing

- Nursing: Primary Care Family Nurse Practitioner (D.N.P.)
- Doctoral College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Online Graduate Nursing

- Nutrition Major (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

- Nutrition Major: Dietetics Option (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

- Nutrition Major: Nutrition and Wellness Option (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

- Nutrition Major: Nutritional Sciences Option (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

- Nutrition Minor
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Durham

- Nutritional Sciences (M.S.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate

- Nutritional Sciences: Dietetic Internship (M.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture Graduate School Durham Graduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems

- Occupational Therapy (Advanced Standing) (M.S.)
- Master's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Occupational Therapy

- Occupational Therapy (Advanced Standing) (OTD)
- Doctoral College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Occupational Therapy

- Occupational Therapy (M.S.)
- Master's College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Occupational Therapy

- Occupational Therapy (OTD)
- Doctoral College of Health and Human Services Graduate School Durham Graduate Occupational Therapy

- Occupational Therapy Major (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Health and Human Services Durham Undergraduate Occupational Therapy

- Ocean Engineering (M.Eng.)
- Bachelor's/Accelerated Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

- Ocean Engineering (M.S.)
- Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

- Ocean Engineering (Ph.D.)
- Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Graduate School Durham Graduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

- Ocean Engineering Major (B.S.)
- Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering

- Ocean Engineering Minor
- Bachelor's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering

- Ocean Engineering: Ocean Mapping (M.S.)
- Master's College of Engineering and Physical Sciences Durham Undergraduate Mechanical Engineering
SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

- Ocean Mapping (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate School of Marine Science and Ocean Engineering

- Oceanography (M.S.)Master’sBachelor’sAccelereated Master’sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Earth Sciences

- Oceanography (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Earth Sciences

- Oceanography MinorMinorCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduate Earth Sciences

- Outdoor Adventure Recreation MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduate Recreation Management and Policy

P

- Performance Major (B.M.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Music

- Philosophy Major (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Philosophy

- Philosophy Major: Business, Innovation & Technology Option (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Philosophy

- Philosophy Major: Ethics and Social Responsibility Option (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Philosophy

- Philosophy MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Philosophy

- Philosophy Minor (Manchester)MinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Philosophy of Business, Innovation, & Technology CognateCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Philosophy Cognate

- Physical Education Teaching MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduate Kinesiology

- Physics (M.S.)Master’sBachelor’s/Accelerated Master’sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Physics

- Physics (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Physics

- Physics Major (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduate Physics

- Physics Major (B.S.)Bachelor’sCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduate Physics

- Physics MinorMinorCollege of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduate Physics

- Plant Biology MinorMinorCollege of Life Sciences and AgricultureDurhamUndergraduate Biological Sciences

- Political Economy MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Political Science (M.A.)Master’sBachelor’s/Accelerated Master’sCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Political Science

- Political Science Major (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Political Science

- Political Science MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Political Science

- Political Science Minor (Manchester)MinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Pre-Teaching Major (B.M.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Music

- Primary Care Family Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamGraduate Nursing

- Professional Writing MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner (Post Masters)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Nursing

- Psychology (M.A.)Master’sBachelor’s/Accelerated Master’sCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Psychology

- Psychology (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduate Psychology

- Psychology Major (B.A.)Bachelor’sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Psychology

- Psychology Minor (Manchester)MinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Psychology MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate Psychology

- Psychology Minor (Manchester)MinorUniversity of New Hampshire at ManchesterManchesterUndergraduate UNHM

- Public Administration (M.P.A.)Master’sBachelor’s/Accelerated Master’sGraduate SchoolDurhamManchesterOnlineGraduate Carsey School of Public Policy

- Public Health (Graduate Certificate)Graduate CertificateCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolManchesterGraduate Health Management and Policy

- Public Health (M.P.H.)Master’sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolManchesterGraduate Health Management and Policy

- Public Health MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduate Health Management and Policy
• Public History MinorMinorUniversity of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Public Policy (M.P.P.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Policy and Analytics Dual Degree (M.P.P./M.S.)Master'sDual DegreeGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Policy and Juris Doctor Dual Degree (M.P.P./J.D.)Master'sDoctoralBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sDual DegreeGraduate SchoolSchool of LawDurhamConcordGraduateCarsey School of Public Policy

• Public Service and Nonprofit Leadership Major (B.S.)Bachelor's/University of New Hampshire at Manchester

• Queer Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Outdoor Leadership and Management Option (B.S.)Bachelor's/College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Program and Event Management Option (B.S.)Bachelor's/College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy Major: Therapeutic Recreation Option (B.S.)Bachelor's/College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Adaptive Sports (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master's/College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Recreation Administration (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master's/College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Recreation Management and Policy: Therapeutic Recreation Administration (M.S.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master's/College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateRecreation Management and Policy

• Religious Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate

• Russian Major (B.A.)Bachelor's/College of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Russian MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Russian Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateLanguages, Literatures, and Cultures

• Sales MinorMinorPeter T. Paul College of Business and EconomicsDurhamUndergraduateBusiness Administration

• Secondary Education (M.A.T.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamManchesterGraduate Education

• Secondary Education (M.Ed.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master'sCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamManchesterGraduate Education

• Security Studies MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduate

• Skills and Perspectives for the Digital World Cognate (CEPS)College of Engineering and Physical SciencesDurhamUndergraduateCognate

• Skills and Perspectives for the Digital World Cognate (COLA)College of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateCognate

• Social Justice Leadership MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateWomen's and Gender Studies

• Social Studies of Science and Technology MinorMinorCollege of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateHistory

• Social Work (Advanced Standing) (M.S.W.)Master'sCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamOnlineGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work (M.S.W.)Master'sBachelor's/Accelerated Master's/College of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamManchesterOnlineGraduateSocial Work

• Social Work Major (B.S.)Bachelor's/College of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateSocial Work

• Social Work MinorMinorCollege of Health and Human ServicesDurhamUndergraduateSocial Work

• Social Work and Juris Doctor Dual Degree (M.S.W./J.D.)Master'sDoctoralDual DegreeCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolSchool of LawDurhamConcordGraduateSocial WorkLAW

• Social Work and Kinesiology Dual Degree (M.S.W./M.S.)Master'sDual DegreeCollege of Health and Human ServicesGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateKinesiologySocial Work

• Sociology (M.A.)Master'sCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSociology

• Sociology (Ph.D.)DoctoralCollege of Liberal ArtsGraduate SchoolDurhamGraduateSociology

• Sociology Major (B.A.)Bachelor's/College of Liberal ArtsDurhamUndergraduateSociology
• Sociology Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Sociology
• Spanish (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate
• Spanish (M.A.)
  Master's Bachelor's
  Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate
• Spanish Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Spanish Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
• Special Education (M.Ed.)
  Master's Bachelor's
  Accelerated Master's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Education
• Special Education Administration (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Education
• Special Education Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Education
• Sport Management Minor
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• Sport Management and Leadership Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Health and Human Services
  Durham Undergraduate Kinesiology
• Statistics (M.S.)
  Master's Bachelor's
  Accelerated Master's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics Major (B.S.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Statistics Minor
  Minor
  College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Durham Undergraduate Mathematics Statistics
• Studio Arts Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Art Art History
• Substance Use Disorders (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Health and Human Services
  Graduate School
  Manchester Graduate Social Work
• Survey Research Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Political Science
• Sustainability Dual Major
  Bachelor's
  Durham Undergraduate Dual Major
• Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Major
  Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Minor
  Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Agriculture, Nutrition, and Food Systems
• Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems Minor
  Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Systems Design (Ph.D.)
  Doctoral College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School
  Durham Graduate Mechanical Engineering
• TESOL Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Linguistics
• TESOL Minor (Manchester)
  Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Graduate School
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Technical Writing and Public Speaking Cognate
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Cognate
• Terrorism Studies Minor
  Minor
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester
  Graduate School
  Durham Undergraduate UNHM
• Theatre Major (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Acting and Directing Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Dance Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Design & Theatre Technology Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Musical Theatre Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Secondary Theatre Education Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Major: Youth Drama Option (B.A.)
  Bachelor's
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Theatre Minor
  Minor
  College of Liberal Arts
  Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance
• Tourism Management Minor
  Minor
  College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
  Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
• Trauma Informed Policy and Practice (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Liberal Arts
  Graduate School
  Durham Online Graduate Education
• Ubiquitous Computing (Graduate Certificate)
  Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
  Graduate School
  Durham Online Graduate Electrical and Computer Engineering
V
- Veterinary Technology (A.A.S.)
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Thompson School of Applied Science
Durham Associate's Undergraduate
Applied Animal Science

W
- Wildlife and Conservation Biology Major (B.S.)
Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Durham Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
- Wildlife and Conservation Biology Minor
Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Manchester Undergraduate Natural Resources and the Environment
- Wireless Communication Systems (Graduate Certificate)
Graduate Certificate College of Engineering and Physical Sciences
Graduate School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Women's and Gender Studies Major (B.A.)
Bachelor's College of Liberal Arts
Durham Undergraduate Women's and Gender Studies
- Women's and Gender Studies Minor
Minor College of Liberal Arts
Durham Undergraduate Women's and Gender Studies
- Writing (M.F.A.)
Master's College of Liberal Arts
Graduate School of English
- Writing Minor
Minor College of Liberal Arts
Durham Undergraduate English

Y
- Youth Drama Minor
Minor College of Liberal Arts
Durham Undergraduate Theatre and Dance

Z
- Zoology Major (B.A.)
Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences
- Zoology Major (B.S.)
Bachelor's College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences
- Zoology Minor
Minor College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
Durham Undergraduate Biological Sciences
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